
Quantum & Quantumizing 
Agriculture, Food, Seed, 

Healing… 

Through the Science of the 
Indigenous, Quantum Science and 

Science of the Spirit 
Powerpoint for Liwanag 



A Journey in Quantum  
with Pam Fernandez 
 
Two of my organic-quantum 
solutions in Agriculture… and 
considered by many as our last chance: 
 

Biodynamic 

Agnihotra -  

Homa farming 

Homa therapy 

I am grateful for the 
photos available in the 
internet. 



…Earth health      

…Climate change   

…Human illness and “paralysis” 

 Apathy 

 Cynicism 

 Hopelessness 

 

GREAT SOLUTIONS 

(synthesis level, multi-dimensional) 

… to overriding 

challenges: 

Deeper Agriculture: Organic or 

Quantum! 



Agnihotra, Biodynamics  

for Climate Engineering 

•  Ozone hole 
•  Radioactivity 
• Cleansing and life giving  
 (soil, water, air, ether) 

• Mind and body cleansing 



Transforming Agriculture… 

using New & Old science… Change your 

thought and you change the world… The heart of the revolution 
is the revolution of the heart… 

Albino Strawberry? 

It is only with the 

heart that one can 

see rightly; what is 

essential is invisible 

to the eye. 

 



1. Ecology 
2. Economics 
3. Social justice, humaneness, 

equitability, empowerment 
4. Cultural appropriateness 
5. Appropriate technology 
6. Grounded on Holistic & 

Integrative science… 
challenge to accept, imbibe 
 

7. Development of full human 
potential… forgotten, token 
 

 

The framework of 
Sustainable Agriculture 

This is also the framework of 

Philippine Agenda on Sustainable 

Development 
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Quantum Agriculture…  

Holistic Sequel to Ecological and Organic 

Agriculture 
 LISA, LEISA – still allows chemicals 

 ‘Organic’ agriculture  

 

 Permaculture (landscape design) 

 

 Nature Farming (microbials, soil quality) – the gateway to 
quantum realm 

 

 Natural farming (“do nothing”)- nature will do the work for you, 
after you prepare self and the farm 

 

QUANTUM: 

 Biodynamic farming (life forces ) 

 Agnihotra-Homa farming 

 Energy farming 

 Intuitive farming (heightened consciousness) 

 Vedic farming 

 Other quantum – cosmic approaches 

 

Time Tested Sustainable 

Agriculture Solutions  



http://old.garudabd.org/books/BDDecomagic.html 

Everything changes… Universe is expanding, then the 

earth itself, then those on earth…  
    Agriculture has half life of 7 yrs! 



Energy 

Particles 

Information 

Matter as particles 

Matter in waves 

Beyond matter 

The world is made of… 

The Newest Science 

Slide of Henk Kieft 



What is the world made of… 
Beyond the 3 dimensions? 
Beyond gravity, electricity, electromagnet? 
Beyond the subatomic particles? 
Beyond relativity? 

• The field 
• The Quantum field 
• Formative force 

field 
• Ether 
• Subtle force 
• Hyperspace 
• Fourth dimension 
• Scalar energy 
• Zero point field 



Quantum? … Quantum leap 

Quantum science… Beyond physical or 
material 

 

Subtle, invisible, “undetectable”, immeasurable 

Small amount but very powerful:1 tbsp/hectare 

Little effort but with profound effect 

Multi-dimensional, multi-level, multi impact 

Far-reaching (distance and spread) 

Transmutational (transubstantiation, alchemy) 

Spiritual – non material energy 



http://www.quantum-agri-phils.com 

 

Quantum Agriculture… A subject offered at UPLB 
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VEDIC  Science and 
Practices… ancient but 
parallels new quantum 

science findings 

  
 



 
Agnihotra: a simple 

Quantum Approach for our 
Current Earth and Human 

Challenges… before Hinduism 
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artwork by Gaelyn Larrick  

http://www.earthtransitions.com/ 
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Modern quantum: 
Cellphones 

Quantum computers 

Incredible capacities 
The universe is the hardware and 
software 
 
Device for computation that makes 
direct use of quantum mechanical 
phenomena, such as superposition 
and entanglement, to perform 
operations on data.  
 
The basic principle behind quantum 
computation is that quantum 
properties can be used to represent 
data and perform operations on 
these data. 
 



Human brain … neuroplastic, 
creative…also a quantum computer  
BRAIN in the head, heart and gut…  

 

The gut has a mind of its own, the 
"enteric nervous system". Just like the 
larger brain in the head, researchers say, 
this system sends and receives impulses, 
records experiences and respond to 
emotions. Its nerve cells are bathed and 
influenced by the same 
neurotransmitters. The gut can upset the 
brain just as the brain can upset the gut 

http://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=ahSYwchh-QM 



scalar  or 

quantum 

pendant 

Biodisc via nanotechnology 

Scalar 

energy: 

natural 

and 

synthetic 



… also called quantum non-local 

connection (Nonlocality). 

 

… the quantum states of two or more objects are linked 
together so that one object can no longer be adequately 
described without full mention of its counterpart — even 
though the individual objects may be spatially separated.  

We are all one and interconnected 



Science evolves… beyond Einstein, 
      beyond matter 

 



 



 



Biodynamic … is an approach to agriculture based on a concept of life forces. … These forces work in nature to 
bring balance and healing! 
 
  Bios – life 
   Dynamis – Force 
 

 Farming with life force… 

 Biodynamic Calendar (BD) – cosmic 
configurations and rhythms moon, planet & 
constellation. 

 Biodynamic Preparations : 
 from cow/carabao manure in  

      cow horn (BD 500) 
 Minerals(quartz/silica)-BD501  
 weeds & other plants  

      (BD 502-508). 
… Biodynamic Preparations – use to enhance soil quality, 
stimulate plant life, help moderate & regulate biological 
processes, enhance & strengthen the  
life (etheric)forces of the 
 farm. 

• Promotes the individuality of each farm or garden by minimizing outside inputs and  
 “digesting” as many aspects of the land’s operation as possible back into the living organism.  
• Operates on the fundamental insight that the soil is as important to the earth as blood is to the human being.  
• The health of the soil is paramount to all biodynamic practices. Emphasis is on the living vitality of the soil through the c reation of humus and related 

beneficial biological activity.  This approach differs from simply adding corrective supplements to crops or land, whether or not these supplements are 
considered organic or chemical.  

• Uses no chemically synthesized fertilizers, pesticides, herbicides, fungicides, fumigants, hormones, antibiotics, growth regulators or GMOs. Reliance on these 
synthetics reduces the ability of plants to absorb nutrients from the soil, leaving them susceptible to disease. Over time, these chemicals kill the soil and the 
environment.  

 Features of Biodynamic Agriculture: 
Previous cropping One cropping after 

w/Biodynamic 

• Employs a series of eight herbal-based preparations applied to the soil in order to promote soil vitality through increased microbiologic activity and diversity.  
• Uses cover crops and companion plants to maximize the health of the farm or garden.  
• Promotes pest control through soil management, Biodynamic sprays and teas, crop rotations and diversification, and the encouragement of diverse animal, 

bird and insect populations that lead to self-regulating predator and prey relationships.  
• Aligns garden and farming practices (planting, pruning, etc.) with the Earth's natural cycles (lunar, seasonal) for maximum h ealth and development of plants.  

 



1. Fresh cow manure will be packed inside 
the cow horn. 

2. Packed cow manure will then be buried 
in the soil for 6 months. 

3. Harvest cow manure after 6 months. Harvested cow manures are 
ready to be applied in the farm. It has the property of concentrating 
earth energies. The preparations are used in homeopathic 
(superdiluted) quantities. 

4. Stirring BD 500 in 2 directions –vortexing 
(water absorbs the cosmic force through 
vortex). 

 BD 500 applied to the soil to stimulate root growth & humus formation. 

5. After vortexing, BD 500 can be sprayed to the 
ground in the afternoon. The result… 

Previous cropping After 1 cropping w/ BD 500 

1. Ground silica will be put into a cow horn & 
buried in the soil for 6 months. 

2. Harvest silica which was buried in the soil 
after 6 months. 

3. Silica can be sprayed in the canopy in the 
morning as the leaves will absorbs energy from 
the cosmos. Note: vortex should be done before 
spraying.  Silica … helps stabilize plant metabolism & enhance the quality 

        of the crops as well as increasing resistance to pests & diseases. 

http://www.winepictures.com/winepics/arg/colome/pages/colome21.htm


502 yarrow 503 chamomille 504 stinging nettle 505 oak 

         506 dandelion 507 valerian 

Hopeless “Tungro” ? 
     cured by horsetail !! 

http://www.stassen.com.au/images/OT Cow Horn.jpg


 



Root or Earth day 
Virgo  
Capricorn  
Taurus  

Leaf or Water day 
Cancer  
Scorpio  
Pisces  

Flower or Air/Light day 
Gemini  
Libra  
Aquarius Fruit/Seed or Fire day (Warmth) 

Sagittarius  
Aries  
Leo 

Planting time 
determines what part 
of the plant develops 
well at later stages 



 

USA Time… for Philippine time, see the indication 12 hours before 



Esdsential process: Potentizing, 

Vortexing, Chaos 

Stirring BD 500 in 2 

directions 

Water absorbs the cosmic force 

through vortex 

 

 and…  water REMEMBERS  !! 



Flowform leads to potentization (vortex)… substitute to the 

stirring  

these are transubstantiators!! 

The brain’s,  intestines’ and lungs’configuration 

are also that of lemniscate 



Quantum Water purification for waste water, 
agriculture, drinking water, air 

 

Vortex water for health 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1jq9iTo0bKU 

The secret life of water...vortex energy 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nYiKfNmBESo 

 through Frank’s vortex generator 

http://frankchester.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/07/CVO.jpg
http://frankchester.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/07/CVO-In-Air-3.jpg


The heptahedron or 

chestahedron is a new 

discovery…  they 

transform… as they are 

changed, reversed or 

inverted… to the bell (air) 

and the heart (water) 

A bell that is half filled with water, when rung or played, helps people cross the threshold (or those who are dying). 



BD 500 

BD501 

PM 

GROUND 

AM 

CANOPY 



 

BD COMPOST 

BD COMPOST PREPS 



Agnihotra (& Homa Therapy)  
Sound-related Technology 

http://www.homatherapy.org/agnihotra-basis-homa-therapy 

Agnihotra is one of many healing fire 
ceremonies from the ancient Vedic tradition 
(one of the simplest). Provides profound 
healing for the planet and all her inhabitants.  

http://www.cosmicgathering.com/agnihotra 

http://www.homatherapy.org/agnihotra-basis-homa-therapy
http://www.homatherapy.org/agnihotra-basis-homa-therapy
http://www.homatherapy.org/agnihotra-basis-homa-therapy
http://www.homatherapy.org/agnihotra-basis-homa-therapy
http://www.homatherapy.org/agnihotra-basis-homa-therapy
http://www.homatherapy.org/agnihotra-basis-homa-therapy
http://www.homatherapy.org/agnihotra-basis-homa-therapy


 



 



 



QUANTUMIZING Seed, Food, Agriculture 
Exhibit-Fair at UPLB in 2009 



Hopeless cases like “Sigatoka” in Banana 

  cured by Agnihotra  !! 



Mungbean directly sown-with ash (left), directly sown-without ash (middle, and pre-soaked with pinch of 
ash (right). 

Inreased seed and plant vigor 

Mungbean  sprouting 



S U N R I S E   A N D   S U N S E T   T I M I N G S  Davao City 
2013 

 Longitude east = 125.592865ｰ (10-mode) = 125ｰ35’34 '' (60-mode)  
Latitude north = 7.057128ｰ (10-mode) = 7ｰ03'26 '' (60-mode)  
Time difference to Greenwich Mean Time =8.000 hour(s)  
January February March April  Mai June  
SR SS SR SS SR SS SR SS SR SS SR SS  
hmmss hmmss hmmss hmmss hmmss hmmss hmmss hmmss hmmss hmmss hmmss hmmss  

1. 55306 52914 55955 54232 55352 54613 53923 54347 52710 54223 52354 54659  

2. 55331 52945 55954 54249 55328 54613 53855 54340 52652 54227 52360 54713  

3. 55356 53015 55951 54305 55303 54613 53825 54333 52637 54230 52404 54726  
4. 55420 53045 55948 54321 55240 54610 53757 54328 52621 54232 52410 54741  
5. 55443 53117 55942 54335 55215 54608 53727 54321 52607 54237 52417 54755  
6. 55506 53146 55938 54349 55150 54608 53659 54316 52552 54242 52424 54810  
7. 55528 53218 55933 54403 55124 54603 53631 54312 52540 54246 52432 54825  
8. 55549 53248 55925 54414 55059 54601 53603 54305 52526 54251 52440 54839  
9. 55609 53318 55918 54428 55032 54557 53535 54300 52515 54258 52448 54855  
10. 55629 53348 55909 54438 55005 54554 53507 54255 52504 54305 52457 54909  
11. 55649 53418 55859 54449 54938 54550 53441 54251 52453 54312 52507 54923  
12. 55706 53446 55847 54459 54910 54545 53414 54246 52443 54319 52515 54939  
13. 55724 53514 55838 54510 54843 54542 53347 54242 52435 54326 52528 54953  
14. 55741 53542 55824 54517 54815 54538 53321 54239 52425 54333 52538 55007  
15. 55755 53610 55812 54526 54746 54531 53255 54235 52418 54342 52549 55021  
16. 55811 53637 55759 54533 54718 54526 53230 54230 52412 54351 52601 55037  
17. 55824 53705 55743 54538 54648 54522 53206 54228 52405 54400 52612 55049  
18. 55837 53729 55728 54545 54620 54515 53140 54225 52399 54410 52624 55104  
19. 55847 53756 55712 54552 54551 54510 53117 54223 52356 54419 52637 55118  
20. 55900 53820 55654 54556 54520 54505 53053 54221 52350 54431 52650 55130  
21. 55909 53845 55637 54599 54452 54458 53030 54220 52347 54440 52701 55144  
22. 55918 53910 55618 54603 54422 54452 53008 54218 52345 54452 52715 55156  
23. 55927 53934 55559 54606 54352 54445 52945 54216 52342 54503 52729 55207  
24. 55934 53955 55540 54608 54322 54438 52924 54218 52341 54514 52741 55221  
25. 55939 54016 55519 54612 54253 54431 52903 54216 52340 54526 52755 55233  
26. 55945 54039 55458 54612 54223 54426 52842 54216 52340 54540 52809 55244  
27. 55949 54058 55437 54613 54153 54417 52823 54218 52342 54550 52822 55254  
28. 55952 54118 55414 54613 54123 54412 52803 54216 52342 54605 52836 55307  

29. 55955 54139 54053 54407 52745 54218 52343 54619 52851 55317  

30. 55956 54157 54024 54358 52727 54221 52347 54631 52904 55326  

31. 55956 54214 53953 54353 52350 54643  

SR SS SR SS SR SS SR SS SR SS SR SS  
January February March April  Mai June  

January 29, 30, 31 

February 1 and 2 



Amazing light during Agnihotra (digital camera) 

Gerry Garingalao  of  Guimaras  teaching agnihotra 



How to use agnihotra ash 

Humans/animals:  

 Externally -   ash alone or in ointment w/ 
ghee, VCO, etc. 

    Drink (put a pinch ash in a glass of 
 water (best if allowed to sit for 3  

            days, or  boil a tbsp in 2 liter water 

            for 10 min. 

 Eat directly 

 

Plants: same concentration as in drink, use 
water after 3 days, or apply as paste on 
trunks, etc. 

 



Ash collected after Agnihotra ceremonies 
conducted worldwide were examined in the Hado 
Life Europe laboratory. The results are published in 
the book ‘Fire and Water’. 

http://emoto.pradephoto.com/jp/foerder
er/artikel/?seite=right-2.html 



Shree Vasant's  
Agnihotra Ash formed the water crystal  

(done by Dr. Emoto). 

http://www.homa1.com/noticias/newsletter_27.htm 



 

http://www.homatherapy.org/content/agnihotra-ash-and-alkaline-water 



Apples: Organic vs 
Organic Homa 

apples of two organic farmers in South Tyrol using dark field 
microscopy. While one of the farmers operates a 

conventional organic agriculture, the second applies in addition Homa Therapy. He does 
the morning and evening Agnihotra in site and applies the Agnihotra   ash to the 
cultivated area. The pictures of 2009 and 2010, show interesting results (above):  
The samples from organic farming with Homa Technology show that 

an  hexagram is always present, 

which  indicate a special quality.  

 
How to explain the effect of Homa Therapy?  

Just as the water-crystals, the dark-field images show a higher 
degree of order of the samples. The Homa fires can 

re-order and harmonize the atmosphere on subtle levels. The whole ecosystem 
benefits from the Homa fires. Already Rudolf Steiner argued that plants assimilate up to 
70% of the nutrients through the leaf; thereby the quality of the atmosphere plays the 
most important role. The soil here has a secondary meaning.  
Homa-atmosphere supports very positively plant respiration and the formation of 
chlorophyll. The plants are fed with the necessary nutrients and life force, so that they 
fit completely and effectively into the ecological balance. And through this, the whole 
system of oxygen cycle in nature is supported.  
Everyone is invited to learn about Homa Therapy. The more it spreads the better for our 
world. ... 

http://www.terapiahoma.com/english/news/newsletter_60.htm 

ORGANIC 

ORGANIC+HOMA 



First in the FIVEFOLD PATH….  
a guide for happy living:  

 
1. Perform AGNIHOTRA for purification of the 

atmosphere which leads to automatic purification of 
mind. 

2. Practice DAAN (sharing of assets in a spirit of humility to reduce 
attachment to worldly possessions). 

3. Practice TAPA (becoming better managers of our energy 
expenditure by training the body and mind to react to all 
circumstances in life with Total Love). 

4. Perform KARMA (every action for self purification only and thus no 
expectations which bind us to the material world). 

5. Practice SWADHYAYA (Self-study) for liberation. Who am I? Why 
am I here? My work on this planet is to learn to react with total LOVE 
with each opportunity given to me. 



Summary: AGNIHOTRA for Quantum Healing of Earth 
and Humans  

   Agnihotra embodies the power of the small, much like the atom bomb. But Agnihotra 
is a counter-force, a positive one, that is life sustaining rather than destroying. It can help the 
earth and at the same time the biological organisms that live in the planet. Indeed a “quantum” 
effect: small and simple, but so powerful, effective, wide-scale and multidimensional.  
Agni means fire, hotra means healing. It is a 2-10 min practice that is timed at exact sunrise and 
sunset of an area, the times which are powerful transition moments where the sun sends out 
healing energies to the earth, given a 30 second duration. Agnihotra captures and spreads such 
energies.  It is a science of resonance and bio-energy. 
 
 Needed for Agnihotra are a small copper pyramid (of the precise dimension), and 
healing substances- organic dried cow dung patties, ghee from cow’s milk, and unbroken 
unpolished organic rice. The set-up is lighted and should be aflame when the exact moment 
comes. Rice with ghee is dropped into the fire while a set of words with specific tune (short 
mantra) is being uttered. Vortex formation of energy results and this  collects special subtle forces 
that are in the atmosphere at that time.  The area around the pyramid is then imbued with that 
energy which also is spread to the area (reported to reach at least a km radius).  
 
 Truly amazing health benefits from the practice and the ash are experienced. Some 
“hard-to-solve” or declared “hopeless” challenges have also been addressed by Agnihotra 
(consider radioactivity, atmospheric ozone hole, tungro virus in rice, sigatoka in banana, epilepsy, 
cancer, paralysis, etc). 
 
 For more information and for the kit, contact: Pam Fernandez  (Professor, UP Los 
Banos) 09193744287; pamela_g_fernandez@yahoo.com.uplb. One may also wish to visit various 
internet sites for more information. 
 

mailto:pamela_g_fernandez@yahoo.com.uplb


See the world 
differently… 

Human eyes taking a peek at 
the world of nature… by Gayle 

We need Look at ourselves 
and the world  with NEW 
EYES... 



Weeds are quantum plants… they are strongly 
related to the cosmos… and are food, medicine, 
earth protector, etc.  
Weeds are soil’s band-aid; they crop’s companion plant 

 



Blatta orientalis 

 

In anthroposophic/ 
homeopathic medicine… 
Remedy for bronchial 
asthma, cough with 
difficulty in breathing, 
bronchitis, and 
tuberculosis… 
Also good for diphtheria, 
etc… 

 
 

Pests have quantum properties… 
   
  Cockroach for medicine? 



http://seeds.soggycreek.com/knowledge.html 

http://seeds.soggycreek.com/knowledge.html


Seeds:  
medicinal, mystical and 

sacred 
2-eyed coconut 

Tambalagisa 

Double coconut 

Betel nut 

http://3.bp.blogspot.com/_lFk8CqYXXks/SuurXH0ZtbI/AAAAAAAAAWE/ctTSHghpCAQ/s1600-h/Coconut+2+eyes.jpg


Seeds : 
mysterious & and 
beautiful 

http://pinterest.com/iolanthe/sensational-seeds/ 

http://pinterest.com/iolanthe/sensational-seeds/
http://pinterest.com/iolanthe/sensational-seeds/
http://pinterest.com/iolanthe/sensational-seeds/


Seeds… can have greater use ( 
Revalue and redefine use  

Durian seed chips 

Millet- more drought resistant and 
nutritious than rice 

Kamansi seeds taste like chestnuts 

Job’s tears or 
tigbi/panyas like corn; 
medicinal 

Malunggay seed oil 

Pilit nut oil 



 
 
Seed Sprouts…  
add great value to the 
seed, and to our health! 
 
 

Radish sprouts:  

Vitamin Mineral Factory 

 Radish sprouts have 25x more Vit C than milk 
(29 vs 1 mg) and 4x the vit A (391 vs 126 IU). 
These spicy sprouts have 10x more calcium 
than a potato (51 vs 5 mg) and contain more 
vit C than pineapple… If you examine what is 
happening during germination it looks like a Vit 
factory. While mature radishes contain 10 
IU/100 g of provitamin, the radish sprouts 
contain 391 IU, 39 times more!  

 http://natureswonderland.com.au/Biodynamic
/Radish400g.htm 

 

http://natureswonderland.com.au/Biodynamic/Radish400g.htm
http://natureswonderland.com.au/Biodynamic/Radish400g.htm
http://natureswonderland.com.au/Biodynamic/Radish400g.htm


Popularly sprouted… 
Grains 
• Amaranth  
• Barley 
• Buckwheat 
• Corn 
• Millet 
• Oat 
• Quinoa 
• Rice 
• Wheat 
• Rye 
Other seeds 
• Almond 
• Fenugreek 
• Cabbage 
• Kale 
• Flax  

• Psyllium 
• Chia 
• Mustard 
• Pumpkin/squash/cucurbi

ts 
• Radish 
• Sesame 
• Sunflower 
Legumes 
• Alfalfa, Clover 
• Garbanzo 
• Peanuts, peas, blackeye 
• Mungbean, adzuki and 

other beans 
Large beans 
• Soya, kidney and other 

beans (best cooked after) 
 

Best soaked but not sprouted 
• Fennel, Celery, Caraway, 

Cardamom, Poppy 
• Pecan, Walnut 
• Macadamia 
• Pili 
• Other nuts 

 
 
 

http://turmericsaffron.blogspot.com/2010/03/samanoo.html 

http://www.living-foods.com/articles/sprouting.html 

Need explore local seeds 

http://turmericsaffron.blogspot.com/2010/03/samanoo.html
http://www.living-foods.com/articles/sprouting.html
http://www.living-foods.com/articles/sprouting.html
http://www.living-foods.com/articles/sprouting.html


 

http://www.nandyala.org/mahanandi/archives/category/5/ 

http://www.nandyala.org/mahanandi/archives/category/5/


We eat with our eyes… literally… 
according Rudolf Steiner 

• The brain (head) is the only part of our body built up by this 
source of nutrition (through the mouth and digestive tract)… The 
rest of our body- muscles, bones, etc., are derived from another 
source of nutrition (did not come via the mouth). Nutrition 
enters the body also through the sense organs (eyes, ears, skin, 
etc)!! 
 

• When asked why it is that people know all the right 
things to do but generally do not seem to be 
able to do them… Steiner said it was a problem of 
nutrition…  

 

… there is not the energy in the food to support the 
will, to give it the strength when that extra effort is 
needed to carry out an action that does not gratify 
sensual needs. 



Breatharians, Light people give up 
food and water completely! 

"There is a muscular energy in sunlight corresponding to the 
spiritual energy of wind.“ 
--- Annie Dillard (Pulitzer Prize writer of theology and mysticism of the 
natural world).  



Breatharianism 
Living On Light 

No food? 



HUMAN DIET 

The word diet 

comes from  

the latin word 

diaeta  

which means, 

‘way of life.  

 



The Hunza diet 
All children in Hunza are breast fed. A boy child is 
breast fed for three years and girl child for two years. 
There is no specific prenatal care, and the good 
health of the mother is passed on to the infant...and 
the breast feeding gets the child off to an extremely 
good start. It is interesting to note that in Hunza no 
one eats before going to bed at night. None of the 
people, including children, eat between meals.There 
are practically no cases of overweight among the 
people of Hunza. Hunzans are light eaters. Their diet 
is comparatively meagre. They use less fat of any kind 
than most people found throughout the world. They 
have very little animal fat and no fish. And yet there 
are no more energetic people found in the world and 
they are continually active. 

 



"A large part of our nutritional problems 
grow out of our refusal to eat natural 
foods. Our preference for the 
manufactured articles-those that have 
been demineralised, devitaminised, 
denatured, standardised, pasteurised, 
homogenised, cooked, canned, frozen, 
and in other ways rendered less valuable 
as foods-creates dietary problems that are 
not adequately solved by the present 
reliance upon supplements and 
substitutes. We go to great lengths to spoil 
our foods and then complain about the 
climate. We live on a diet of white flour 
products, degerminated and 
demineralised corn meal, denatured 
cereal, white sugar, pasteurised milk, 
embalmed flesh foods, canned fruits and 
vegetables, candies, cakes, pies etc., and 
expect to render such diets adequate 
by"supplementing" them with fish oils, 
brewer's yeast, wheat germ, black strap 
molasses, honey, yoghurt, powdered 
skimmed milk, cider vinegar, etc."-
Dr.Herbert M.Shelton. 

The scriptures say 
"Disease never 
comes without a 
cause. The way is 
prepared, and 
disease invited, by 
disregard of the 
laws of health and 
of nature. 







Food quotes 

Food taste is not according to your taste buds but what your head says (Jack 
Kloppenburg) 

  
The reason people do not put into practice the spiritual principles they hold as 

ideals is a problem of nutrition (Rudolph Steiner) 
  
 
Remember that all cells of our body are replaced every 7 years. New cells that 

are being made are  made out of the elements and forces which we bring in 
as our food and through our breathing. 

  
Virtually no one in the field of health and nutrition speaks about the concept of 

food having energy, but if you stop and think about it, it intuitively makes 
sense. Vegetables have a lighter energy than proteins. Animal meat from 
tortured animals has a different energy than meat from animals that lived a 
peaceful existence.” – Joshua Rosenthal, founder/director of the Institute for 
Integrative Nutrition 

 



... The quality and life forces of the plant we eat 
highly influences the quality of our thinking, 
feeling and interaction with people and nature. 
Our thinking, feeling and way of interacting 
create the future condition of our society and the 
world.  

 

... A renewal of agriculture is today necessary in 
order to reestablish the relationship between the 
cosmos and humanity 

 



“Today, more than 95% of all chronic disease 
is caused by food choice, toxic food 
ingredients, nutritional deficiencies and lack 
of physical exercise.” – Mike Adams, author, 
investigative journalist, educator 

 

…“Those who think they have no time for 
healthy eating, will sooner or later have to 
find time for illness.” – Edward Stanley 



What may be considered right 
or quantum food? 

 
Local food? 



 

Vegetarian food? 



 

Raw food? 



Insect food? 



Artistic, creative, innovative food? 

 



Food prepared with love and passion, 
and prayed over? 



Role of the invisibles in agriculture… 
Nature spirits and elementals? 

 "The elementals or 
nature spirits...use the 
energy channelled to 
them by the devas [angelic 
beings; the archetypes  of 

species] to build up an 
etheric body or etheric 
counter-part for each 
plant, according to its 
archetypal pattern....  



Meditative or mystic contacts with nature 

 

• Findhorn  UK 

• Perelanda USA 

• Other places 

 

 

Vs 

40lb cabbages on the worst possible soil 
defying all traditional logic. These have been 
produced in Findhorn Garden in Scotland using 

Intuitive Farming 



Invisible life forces… 
nature’s workers 

Fire – Air – Water - Earth 



Love Amour Thanks 

Bach Lourdes 

Words, thought, music, written notes, 
images- they affect water crystal formation 



Compare 

 



Prayer effect on water 

 
Fujiwara Dam Before Prayer  

Fujiwara Dam After Prayer  



Cymatics … shows the sacred 
geometry of sound 

Sri yantra figure from  OM or AUM 



Sound manifested in Cymatics 

http://www.google.com.ph/imgres?imgurl=http://www.feandft.com/Cymatics_2jpg.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.feandft.com/25%2520Sound %2520Waves%2520vs.%2520Li

ght%2520Waves.htm&usg=__uA4f_Fav2B0fdAZVAB8w_VwFCYI=&h=409&w=400&sz=93&hl=en&start=0&zoom=1&tbnid=aocOgpxkIUHYIM:&tbnh=140&tb nw=136&ei

=sJT-

Tf_AB4r4vwP555X2Ag&prev=/search%3Fq%3Dcymatic%26hl%3Den%26sa%3DX%26rlz%3D1T4SKPB_enPH377PH379%26biw%3D1680%26bih%3D833%26tbm%3

Disch%26prmd%3Divns&itbs=1&iact=rc&page=1&ndsp=46&ved=1t:429,r:3,s:0&tx=60&ty=90&biw=1680&bih=833  

the creative force 

that was the most 

obvious and 

potent of all: 

sound. When 

sound interacts 

with matter 

cymatic forces 

organise the 

matter into 

microscopic and 

macroscopic 

structures. 

 



 

Sound creates forms… CYMATICS 



A record of  the Tibetan monks chanting the 
OM, when played through a resonant plate with 
crystals on top…within seconds, the sand began 
to vibrate, and formed a pattern called the Sri 
Yantra, which is considered in Hindu belief, as 
the pattern of creation of the universe. 

 http://monitoradomusic.com.br/cimatica-o-som-afeta-a-materia/?lang=en 

http://monitoradomusic.com.br/cimatica-o-som-afeta-a-materia/?lang=en
http://monitoradomusic.com.br/cimatica-o-som-afeta-a-materia/?lang=en
http://monitoradomusic.com.br/cimatica-o-som-afeta-a-materia/?lang=en
http://monitoradomusic.com.br/cimatica-o-som-afeta-a-materia/?lang=en
http://monitoradomusic.com.br/cimatica-o-som-afeta-a-materia/?lang=en
http://monitoradomusic.com.br/cimatica-o-som-afeta-a-materia/?lang=en
http://monitoradomusic.com.br/cimatica-o-som-afeta-a-materia/?lang=en
http://monitoradomusic.com.br/cimatica-o-som-afeta-a-materia/?lang=en
http://monitoradomusic.com.br/cimatica-o-som-afeta-a-materia/?lang=en
http://monitoradomusic.com.br/cimatica-o-som-afeta-a-materia/?lang=en
http://monitoradomusic.com.br/cimatica-o-som-afeta-a-materia/?lang=en


Biological organization or 

Complexity…    differences in 

formative forces 

Conventional          Biodynamic        Homa 



Biological Organization differences 

Conventional          Biodynamic              Homa 

Brussel sprouts 



High and low Life Force…  
seen through Kirlian camera, seed sprouts 



Chromatograms  showing differences     
in life force 

Low                         High  



Life force of unhealthy 
  vs  
wholesome products 

Low      High 



  Unhealthy tree  Healthy tree 

Crystallogram of pine seed from healthy & unhealthy tree 



Crystallograms also reflect 

biological organizing 
(formative) force  

Sulfur treated 
organic wheat crop 

W/o sulfur 
treatment 

2 varieties of wheat 

Conventional/chemically      Organic wheat 
 grown wheat 



Sanjeevini: Tapal system… Information healing 

http://www.saisanjeevini.org/welcome.htm 

http://www.saisanjeevini.org/images/Fear.jpg
http://www.saisanjeevini.org/images/Greed.jpg
http://www.saisanjeevini.org/images/Lust.jpg
http://www.saisanjeevini.org/images/yellow_fever.jpg


Old or Traditional ways … don’t just dismiss 
them … the new science can explain them… 
need to go beyond materialistic science 

• Amen/mano (hand on forehead bless) 
• Tabi-tabi po (excuse me pls- done in an area believed to have spirits 

residing) 
• Pananghid/pagpaalam (ask permission) 
• Pwera balis, Pwera mangyari (God forbid; let it not happen- 

expression) 
• Kalusan ang tyan para kahilisan (hand scooping movement on 

someone having indigestion) 
• Pangontra, sumpa (amulet; shield) 
• Patawas, luop, pausok (using alum, sulfur or plain smoke to remove 

negative energies) 
• Alay, halad (offering) 
• Palihi (to do some related phenomenon so future events will follow) 
• What else? 

 
 
 



Old beliefs… like cures like principle… 

harness the polarity embedded in everything 
on earth. 

• Antidote or Kontra pasma (sensitive nerves) 
• Kontra balisawsaw (difficulty in urinating due to heat 

exposure) 
• Cooking meat with match stick or posporo or tinidor/metal 
• Antidote to venomous bite 
• Durian smell removal 
• Pepper hotness removal 
• “Peppering” or ashing 
• Cockroach for healing/medicine 
• Breached babies as healers; can remove bone stuck in 

throat (like that of cat’s paw) 
• What else? 

 



Old beliefs…  
Weather/calamity control 

• Offering 

• Prayer 

• Stopping a tornado/storm with cutters, 
scissors, hand gestures, etc. 

• Ritual for rain or no rain 

• Inviting wind or breeze  by whistling 

• Laying of hand 
• What else? 



Animal and Plant power…   
highly connected to nature’s intelligence… 

• Animals can detect an upcoming bad weather, 
calamities 

• Animals could tell us to when to plant 

• Cat’s eyes can tell us if it is low tide or high 
tide 

• Birds song and frogs croaking can enhance 
photosynthesis, air cleansing, etc 

• Animals can give us ideas for wonderful 
solutions  

Biomimicry at work 



Nature Mentors 
 Biomimicry is the art, skill, intuition and 

science of turning towards nature as 
inspiration for solving our dilemmas. 
Nature has millions of years on us in 
perfecting forms and systems, and it's 
about time we humans turn outward 
when we need answers. The field of 
biomimicry has already yielded hundreds 
of solutions. 



New technologies… nature 
had it first 

Biomimicry - The practice of developing 
sustainable human technologies inspired by 
nature. Sometimes called Biomimetics or Bionics, 
it's basically biologically inspired engineering. 

 

You can find biomimicry in a number of different 
fields. Whatever the design challenge, there's a 
good chance a species on Earth has tackled a 
similar problem already. Consider these examples 
in plants: 

 

http://science.howstuffworks.com/earth.htm


Abalone Shell 

Chalk 

Both are made of calcium 
carbonate, but Abalone 
is… 



• Twice as hard as high-tech ceramics. 

• Behaves like metal under stress. 

 



Contact Lenses of the Future Inspired 
by Gecko Eyes 

Feet aren’t the only part of gecko 
anatomy that’s got engineers excited. 
Scientists have discovered that geckos 
have a series of distinct concentric zones 
in their eyes that make it possible for 
them to see colors at night, an ability few 
other creatures have. These zones have 
different refractive powers, giving geckos 
a multifocal optical system that allows 
light of different wavelengths to focus on 
the retina at the same time. This makes 
their eyes 350 times more sensitive than 
humans, and lets them focus on objects at 
different distances. The discovery may 
allow engineers to develop more effective 
cameras and possibly even multi-focal 
contact lenses. 

http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2009/05/090507164407.htm


Gecko Tape 
 

 The tape is covered with nanoscopic hairs that mimic 
those found on the feet of gecko lizards. These millions 
of tiny, flexible hairs exert van der Waals forces that 
provide a powerful adhesive effect.  



Synthetic Gecko tape:  

Polyimide nanofibers 



Velcro 
  The most famous example 

of biomimicry was the 
invention of Velcro brand 
fasteners. Invented in 1941 
by Swiss engineer George 
de Mestral, who took the 
idea from the burrs that 
stuck tenaciously to his 
dog's hair… 

http://brainz.org/15-coolest-cases-biomimicry/ 



Bird Feather Colors (Beer-Foam-Like) 
Influence Optical Materials 

 The brilliantly colored feathers of 
the male Eastern bluebird aren’t 
created by pigments, like most other 
colors found in nature – that shade 
of blue is actually produced by 
nanostructures that self-assemble in 
much the same way as beer foam. … 
Color-producing structures in 
feathers start out as bubbles of 
water inside living cells, and are 
replaced with air as the feather 
grows.  



Termites for cooling large 
buildings. 

 
Nature's example: Certain African termite mounds 
must maintain a constant temperature of 87 degrees 
Celsius (189 degrees Fahrenheit) in order for the 
fungus crop to survive. To achieve this, they construct 
air vents that constantly move air throughout the 
mound, cooling or heating it to the same temperature 
as the mound itself. 

 
Biomimetic solution: Architects and engineers are 
building several large office complexes that mimic the 
termite approach to temperature control. 

 

http://news.discovery.com/biomimetics/


Passive Cooling 
  The high-rise Eastgate Centre building in 

Harare, Zimbabwe was designed to 
mimic the way that those tower-building 
termites in Africa construct their mounds 
to maintain a constant temperature. The 
insects do this by constantly opening and 
closing vents throughout the mound to 
manage convection currents of air - 
cooler air is drawn in from open lower 
sections while hot air escapes through 
chimneys. The innovative building uses 
similar design and air circulation planning 
while consuming less than 10% of the 
energy used in similar sized conventional 
buildings! 

http://www.inhabitat.com/2007/12/10/building-modelled-on-termites-eastgate-centre-in-zimbabwe/
http://www.inhabitat.com/2007/12/10/building-modelled-on-termites-eastgate-centre-in-zimbabwe/
http://www.inhabitat.com/2007/12/10/building-modelled-on-termites-eastgate-centre-in-zimbabwe/
http://www.inhabitat.com/2007/12/10/building-modelled-on-termites-eastgate-centre-in-zimbabwe/


Sustainable Building in Zimbabwe 
Modeled After Termite Mounds 

 

http://blog.miragestudio7.com/sustainable-building-in-zimbabwe-
modeled-after-termite-mounds/1556/ 



Termite mounds are medicinal… 
Grated coconut mixed with 
pounded termite soil, then 

pressed… VCO express and highly 
medicinal! 



Lotus Effect 
Hydrophobia 

 

    They call it "superhydrophobicity," but 
it's really a biomimetic application of 
what is known as the Lotus Effect. The 
surface of lotus leaves are bumpy, and 
this causes water to bead as well as to 
pick up surface contaminates in the 
process. The water rolls off, taking the 
contaminates with it. Researchers have 
developed ways to chemically treat the 
surface of plastics and metal to evoke 
the same effect. Applications are nearly 
endless, and not just making 
windshield wipers and car wax jobs 
obsolete. Lots of researchers are 
working on it, and General Electric's 
Global Research Center is busy 
developing coatings for commercial 
application right now. 

http://www.technologyreview.com/communications/21530/?nlid=1428&a=f


Anti-collision system for Auto 
designers 

Locusts avoid running into each 
other in swarms by using 
highly evolved eyes that allow 
these insects to see in several 
directions simultaneously. 

 
Auto industry is developing 
sensors that detect movement 
directly surrounding a car and 
warn drivers of impending 
crashes. 

 
http://science.howstuffworks.com/environmental/life/evolution/biomimicry2.htm 



Chemical companies want a self-cleaning 
coat of paint 

  

Lotus plants must keep the surfaces of their leaves 
clean, despite living in muddy ponds and 
swamps. The leaves' tiny ridges and bumps keep 
water droplets from spreading across the surface. 
As a result, the water beads and slides away, 
carrying particles of dirt with it. 

 

Developers have applied this lotus effect to paint. 
When the paint dries, tiny bumps remain on the 
surface that help water droplets remove dirt. 

 



Birds’ Songs for Photosynthesis, 
Blooming 

  

http://earthtransitions.com/Eco-Technologies/Eco-Technologies/index.php 

Sonic Bloom: Foliar 

fertilization with sound 
…The method combines a sound 
broadcaster (4000 to 6000 Hz) 
with a nutrient-spray.  
 

•The sound, emitted (15 minutes 
before fertilizing) will open the 
stomata, enabling the plant to 
absorb more water, nutrients, 
oxygen, carbon dioxide and other 
gases. (Oliver P. 2002) 

  



Bird Skulls 
Inspire Lighter, 

Stronger 
Building 

Materials 



Deer Antlers Inspire Basis of Super-
Tough Materials 



Bullet Train Has a Nose Like a 
Kingfisher Beak 

The new, kingfisher-
inspired train nose 
eliminates the noise 
and friction or drag 
problem, making the 
trains up to 20 percent 
more fuel efficient. 



Solar-Powered Bat-Inspired Spy Plane 

A Robotic Arm Like an 
Elephant Trunk 



Human Teeth 
Structure and 

Aerospace 
Technology 

Our teeth are only about a strong as 
glass – so how can they withstand 

nearly a lifetime of chomping on 

all kinds of hard foods? 
Researchers at Tel Aviv University 
examined thousands of extracted 
human teeth and found that under 
stress, the highly sophisticated 
structure that makes up the 
exterior of our teeth forms a 
network of micro-cracks instead of 
large ones. These tiny cracks are 
then able to heal over time. If 
engineers can find a way to 
replicate this ‘wavy’, multi-layered 
structure in a synthetic material, 
they could develop lighter and 
more crash-resistant aircraft, 
though the self-healing properties 
are probably a long way from 
realization. 

Humans have in themselves the solution to their 
own problem 

http://www.aftau.org/site/News2?page=NewsArticle&id=10249
http://www.aftau.org/site/News2?page=NewsArticle&id=10249


Human Eye Inspires Cameras with 
Wider Field of View 

 The curved surface of the human eye 
facilitates a wider field of view than has 
ever been possible using a camera. The 
challenge for engineers was to transfer 
microelectronic components onto a curved 
surface without breaking them. Yonggang 
Huang of Northwestern University and John 
Rogers of the University of Illinois built a 
digital camera of the same size, shape and 
layout of the human eye, and developed a 
mesh-like material that hold electronic 
components onto the curved surface. This 
technology would enable photographs that 
are entirely clear and focused, unlike 
today’s cameras which can focus only on 
certain areas. It may even enable the 
development of an artificial retina or bionic 
eye. 

http://uk.reuters.com/article/idUKN0647922920080806
http://uk.reuters.com/article/idUKN0647922920080806


Sound-based farming 
   modern and traditional 

Sonic Bloom 

Mantra’s Sri Lanka  



Sound pattern of Water vs Pollution 
Recent technologies such as the Harmonizer tool resonate only the 

sound patterns of the water molecule through a field of the 
universal archetypal geometries of life and are able to reverse 
water and atmospheric pollution for pennies on the dollar over 
conventional methods, and without adverse effects to the 
environment.  

http://earthtransitions.com/Eco-Technologies/Eco-
Technologies/index.php 

http://earthtransitions.com/Eco-Technologies/Light-LIfe-Harmonizer.html


Stimulated magnetic energy technology    
 

Against Johne’s disease 

in dairy cattle 

 

2 farms tested over 10 years:   

infection rate dropped from  

 20 >  3  %   

while the average in 
Netherlands rose from 20  > 
30  % 

(Dutch Vet Service test 2007) 



Low Frequency Electromagnetic fields 

Increase immunity  

for animal health  

[Cuppen et al 2006] 



Balancing energies at distance  
 Radionics + ECOtherapie etc 



Emitting higher frequencies 
broadcasters 

  
ultrasonic vibrations: 
 
   28.000 Hz - cat 
  50.000 Hz - rat   
   90.000 Hz- insect 
 

 
 



Animal communication 

 



The plant … an inverted human! 
 
Its intelligence is in the roots, earth, or soil. 
 
Eat the right part for the corresponding body part 
that needs to be well. 

 
 

Metabolic, digestive= limbs 

Rhythmic= heart 

Thinking= head 



Plants eat and not drink their food… Need humus! 
Mycorrhiza are helpers in nutrient sourcing and absorption 

Mycorrhizal fungus on corn roots 
MINERALS disrupt this 
feeding … they get 
dissolved in water and 
are then drank by the 
bigger roots, instead of 
being eaten by the 
finer roots.  
 
Result is perennially 
thirsty but bloated 
cells… 

…And we regard being big as good!? 



Did you further know that… 
• Soil is alive- breathes, with rhythm, has life force? 
       Inhales from 3pm to 3 am; Exhales from 3am to 3pm so watering is best at inhale time  for   
       deeper root penetration and water efficiency! 
 

• Organic agriculture cannot be without soil? 
     So no hydroponics, aeroponics… also no to highly  mineralized nutrient 
 
• Plant’s intelligence resides in the roots… Soil and the roots are the crystallizer of 

cosmic power, so the plant can grow upright and do its destined function… plant’s will 
is in growing upwards? 

 
• Animals and humans need to touch the soil/land daily for wellness 
     What with cemented and confined pens? 

 
• Microbes are firehouse of the soil 
     Thus Nature Farming 
 
• All minerals in the soil are found in the galaxy as well 
      They also vary with cosmic rhythms 

 
 
 



“The only limits that you 
have are the limits which 

you have set for yourself in 
your own mind!”       

 

We, humans, are co-evolvers of the world 
and when we understand this, there are no 
limits to societal transformation except the 
limits we unconsciously or ignorantly 
impose on ourselves.  



• Bill Mollison with Masanubo Fukuoka 



Quit school at 9…but later did amazing 
things 

 



Walter Russell (80) as a lecturer 

 

He was known in his own time as the modern 

Leonardo da Vinci 

http://www.walter-russell.de/en/WalterRussell.php 

 



Painter, architect, dancer 

 

Revolutionized figure skating 



A Physicist 
SAMPLE EXPERIMENTS 

AND WRITINGS…  

•The Russell Genero-

Radiative Concept Written 

by Walter Russell 

•The Solar Gravitational 

Experiment 

•The New Creed of New 

Thinking   

•What is a magnetic 

field? 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Y-b1VZGS_Y 

 

http://www.walter-russell.de/en/Bilder.php 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Y-b1VZGS_Y
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Y-b1VZGS_Y
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Y-b1VZGS_Y
http://www.walter-russell.de/en/Bilder.php
http://www.walter-russell.de/en/Bilder.php
http://www.walter-russell.de/en/Bilder.php


Are you taking care of your body (spirit vessel)?…   
Check your face to see the health of your organs 



 



Quantum Field 
broadcasting … an 

economical, effective way to 
continuously apply 
organizational patterns for 
robust environmental health 
to one’s land. This makes 
low-input, high-yield 
agriculture of the highest 
quality do-able for everyone. 
As a stationary, self-driven 
instrument, a field 
broadcaster induces 
selfreinforcing, resonant 
fractal patterns as 
homeopathic potencies 
directly into the life energy 
fields of soil and atmosphere 
day and night, 365 days a year. 
http://issuepedia.org/wikiup/d/de/Qubrcaster.pdf 

http://issuepedia.org/wikiup/d/de/Qubrcaster.pdf


Radionics, Power towers. Quantum Field Broadcaster 

 

Other ways- subtle energy enhancers, collectors, disseminators 

http://www.geomantica.com/geom18.htm 



Radionics, Quantum field 
broadcasters 

Radionics is the use of blood, 
hair, a signature, or other 
substances unique to the 
person as a focus to 
supposedly heal a patient 
from afar.  



  Dowsing is a type 
of divination employed in attempts to 
locate ground water, buried metals or 
ores, gemstones, oil, gravesites, and 
many other objects and materials, as 
well as so-called currents of earth 
radiation (Ley lines), without the use 
of scientific apparatus. 

 
   Dowsing is also known 

as divining (especially in reference to 
interpretation of results) 

 
  A Y- or L-shaped twig or rod, 

called a dowsing rod, divining rod is 
sometimes used during dowsing, 
although some dowsers use other 
equipment or no equipment at all. 

   

Scientific Proof that Dowsing Works 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O-mBUTF3G7s 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Divination
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ground_water
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Petroleum
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grave_(burial)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ley_line


How to create reality  
2 Formative forces: 

To make a circle, can start from the center 
or the periphery… 

1) those coming from the center point 
(The Institutions)  

2) those coming from the outside or 
periphery, converging on the center 
point (The Civil Society, creative individuals 

INDUSTRY). 



Thank you 

Maraming salamat 


